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How to change a timex watch battery video

Follow these easy steps to change the battery on Daniel Wellington watch and SAVE SOME MONEY!1,4mm flat screwdriver and a cotton swabUse the screwdriver to remove the screws. Be careful if the screws are tight.Clean the parts with a cotton swab if they are dirty but be careful no to damage the watches inner parts.Remove the old battery.
Note: it might be difficult at first but be patient when removing it and and be careful with the screwdriver so you won't brake the watches mechanism.Replace the battery with a new one.Battery type: SR616SW: the cover back and tighten the screwsSet the time and ENJOY your DW watch! Follow these easy steps to change the battery on Daniel
Wellington watch and SAVE SOME MONEY!1,4mm flat screwdriver and a cotton swabUse the screwdriver to remove the screws. Be careful if the screws are tight.Clean the parts with a cotton swab if they are dirty but be careful no to damage the watches inner parts.Remove the old battery. Note: it might be difficult at first but be patient when
removing it and and be careful with the screwdriver so you won't brake the watches mechanism.Replace the battery with a new one.Battery type: SR616SW: the cover back and tighten the screwsSet the time and ENJOY your DW watch! The saga of the Star Wars Kid is finally nearing an end. Ghyslain Raza, the Canadian boy immortalized in a viral
Internet video seen by millions, had sued those who first distributed the infamous clip, which features him swinging a stick around to lightsaber sound effects. Raza hadn’t asked for his instant celebrity and was none too pleased by the results–classmates ridiculed him at school and in the streets. He and his family had been seeking about $350,000
Canadian (just over $300,000 U.S.) They settled for an undisclosed amount. Videos are posted on the Web every day, many by creators hoping for their 15 seconds of fame. But for every Andy Milonakis and Andy Samberg who have had their life changed for the better, there’s a Star Wars kid who had his life complicated by videos others post. With
the rising use of video online, we will only see more quirky clips and instant celebrities, whether those on tape like it or not. The saga of the Star Wars Kid is finally nearing an end. Ghyslain Raza, the Canadian boy immortalized in a viral Internet video seen by millions, had sued those who first distributed the infamous clip, which features him
swinging a stick around to lightsaber sound effects. Raza hadn’t asked for his instant celebrity and was none too pleased by the results–classmates ridiculed him at school and in the streets. He and his family had been seeking about $350,000 Canadian (just over $300,000 U.S.) They settled for an undisclosed amount. Videos are posted on the Web
every day, many by creators hoping for their 15 seconds of fame. But for every Andy Milonakis and Andy Samberg who have had their life changed for the better, there’s a Star Wars kid who had his life complicated by videos others post. With the rising use of video online, we will only see more quirky clips and instant celebrities, whether those on
tape like it or not. When it comes to replacing watch batteries, many people are afraid to tackle it by themselves, particularly if they think they don’t have the right tools for the job. The truth is you don’t need specialized tools to change your watch battery, and it’s an easy task to do yourself. All you need are a few simple tips for how to replace a
watch battery.Gather the Items You Need First, it’s important to note that some watch manufacturers won’t honor their warranties if anyone besides an authorized watch repair service opens the watch. Be sure to check with the maker to make sure you understand the policies for watches under warranty. If you want to proceed, make sure you have
the following:A knife or small flat screwdriverReplacement batterySomething soft to put the watch on to prevent scratching, such as a towelDifferent Types of Watch Covers Watches generally come with one of three types of covers: screw-on, snap-on or secured with screws. Snap-on covers are the most popular, followed by screw-on covers. Take a
look at the back of the watch to see which type you have.Covers secured with screws have a number of noticeable screws around the perimeter. Snap-on covers have a small lip or overlap located around the perimeter. You can insert a thin tool to pry the cover loose. Screw-on covers usually have a pattern of notches around the perimeter, where you
can insert a tool to turn the whole cover.If you have a cover with screws, you can use a small screwdriver to remove all the screws and then remove the cover. For screw-on covers, long nosed pliers can be used by placing the two tips of the pliers into opposite notches and turning the cover. As the most common type of cover, snap-on covers are the
focus of these instructions.Replacing the Battery Locate the lip on the back cover, wedge the tip of the screwdriver underneath and then push down to snap it up. A plastic cover underneath the main cover protects the clock mechanism. Pull this off by using a knife tip or screwdriver, being careful to pick it up near the edges to prevent damage to the
mechanism.The battery is held by two metal clips overlapping the edges. One of the clips is fixed to the watch, but the other can be moved to pop the battery out. Use the tip of the knife to move the clip away from the battery and pull the battery out. Pull the clip back again to insert your replacement battery.Replace the plastic insert, making sure the
slot in it aligns with the adjustment screw. Put the back cover on and snap it into place. This can usually be done without much force with your thumbs, but if you can’t push it together this way, try placing the watch face down on a towel and pressing down slowly until it pops into place. You’re all done until it’s time for the next new battery. MORE
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